Ogi Mogi Toys Presentation

One toy, one world…

Ogi is an athlete. He tells children about sports played all over the
world, from football to swimming and from basketball to tennis. He
never misses olympics and world cups.
He is also a zoologist. He loves animals very much. He likes going to
different parts of the world and discovers species worldwide.
Mogi is the artist traveler. She invites children to museums, theaters and
concerts. She is also a gourmet. She is passionate about food, and
culinary research; looking for new flavours and new ways of tasting.
If she smells of tasty food, she follows right away and tells everyone in
full details.
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OMT8681126433839

Police Car Toys
For Kids
Ogi Mogi Toys Police Set
delivers an enjoyable build
and play experience. The
set comes with 52 pieces
so kids can roleplay hours
of awesome crime-fighting
fun. The detailed pieces
stimulate imaginative,
open-ended role play for
children of all ages
MAIN PARTS IN THE SET:
10 roads, 2 trees, 1 fire truck
minibus, 1 ladder fire truck,
4 single blocks, 2 double
blocks, 3 signboards, 1
barrier, 2 flags, 1
advertising bridge for hours
of action-packed play

SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi
toys are made with highquality plastic material so
you can expect longlasting durability. 100%
safety certified. The raw
materials we use in our
products do not contain
BPA
HOW IS THIS TOY HELPFUL:
Kids build skills as they
enjoy hands on fun with
this push-along truck
minibus and fire-truck.
Basic construction tasks
improve fine motor skills
and teach about shapes
and colors. Exciting rescue

stories inspire role play and
strengthen kids' social and
emotional skills. Detailed
decoration help to bring
the imaginative play to life
LEARNING & EDUCATIONAL
PLAY SET TOYS: This Ogi
Mogi toys can be given as
a birthday, holiday surprise
for young kids aged 3 and
up boys and girls

OMT8681126433822

Beauty Set
Designed for girls aged 3
and up. Ogi Mogi pretend
play makeup kit set
includes 18 various beauty
shop pieces for unlimited
playful learning for
preschoolers. Measures
68x42x28 cm
PRETEND HAIR STYLING SET:
Pretend hairdressing
pieces: 1 mirror, 1 blow
dryer, 1 hand mirror,
1 comb, 1 piece of
makeup, 1 makeup
Drawer, 2 x 2 embedded
shelves, 1 lipstick,
1 bracelet

SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi
toys are made with highquality plastic material so
you can expect longlasting durability. 100%
safety certified. The raw
materials we use in our
products do not contain
BPA
OPEN ENDED TOYS FOR
PRETEND PLAY: When
children come together in
role play, it aids in their
social and emotional
development. He learns
communicate, how to take
turns, respect others, share

responsibility, and
creatively problem-solve.
Moreover, this beauty set
promotes creativity,
imaginative storytelling,
and language
development as they build
their own stories as
boundless as their
imagination
LEARNING & EDUCATIONAL
PLAY SET TOYS: This beauty
salon toy playset makes a
super gift for trendsetting
kids aged 3+ and is ideal
for solo or social play

OMT8681126433815

Kitchen Play Set For Kids
Designed for girls aged 3 and up. Ogi
Mogi pretend play kitchen set includes 26
various culinary pieces for unlimited
playful learning for preschoolers. Measures
70x45x28 cm
SET INCLUDES: 1 knife, 1 fork, 1 spoon,
1 bucket, 1 spatula, 2 cups, 2 teaspoons,
1 pot and lid, 1 pan and cover, 2 tea
plates, 2 plates, 1 faucet, 1 set of
2 cooker, 1 lidded oven, 1 beney bench,
2x2 embedded shelves, 1x5 Hanger. Kids
enjoy pretending they’re cooking and
preparing meals as if they are using the
real kitchen accessories
SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi toys are made
with high-quality plastic material so you
can expect long-lasting durability. 100%

safety certified. The raw materials we use
in our products do not contain BPA
OPEN ENDED TOYS FOR PRETEND PLAY:
When children come together in role play,
it aids in their social and emotional
development. He learns communicate,
respect others, share responsibility, and
creatively problem-solve. Moreover, this
kitchen set promotes creativity,
imaginative storytelling, and language
development as they build their own
stories as boundless as their imagination
DURABILITY: Constructed with strong,
durable materials so your children can
play with it for years to come. The design
is nice, realistic and fade-resistant for little
ones.

OMT8681126433716

Sand & Water Table
Sand and water play
encourages the
development of a number
of skills in your little one.
Their motor skills are
improved thanks to all the
pouring and splashing,
while language and
speech skills develop
SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi
toys are made with highquality plastic material so
you can expect longlasting durability. 100%
safety certified. The raw
materials we use in our

products do not contain
BPA
COMPACT DESIGN: This kids'
water table is compact
and entertaining. It’s built
with smooth, round edges
making it child-safe. It’s big
enough for all three of
them to play at the same
time and they love that
they can switch between
water and sand play
LIGHTWEIGHT ACTIVITY
GAME PLAY TABLE: Use with
water or sand or both! It's

even lightweight enough to
pack in the back of the car
and take to the beach for
the ultimate day of fun.
LEARNING & EDUCATIONAL
PLAY SET TOYS: This set for
boys and girls is
recommended for kids age
3 years and up. It makes an
ideal christmas holiday and
birthday gift for any waterloving child. 58x38x35 cm

OMT8681126433808

My Cute Dog
Accessory elements include
a grooming brush, a feeding
plate, scissors, bone, cage
and puppy dog to extend
the role-play and story-telling
options
CARRYING CASE INCLUDED:
The sturdy, spacious carrying
case fits all doctor kit toys
comfortably. With a handle,
easy to take away for travel.
Measures 235x355x125 mm
for easy storage
OPEN ENDED TOYS FOR
PRETEND PLAY: This vet clinic

toy make kids express their
love of animals while helping
creative storytelling and
open-ended adventures.
Imaginative role-play
develops children’s
confidence and essential
social skills, such as
collaboration,
communication and
understanding roles and
responsibilities
SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi
toys are made with highquality plastic material so
you can expect long-lasting

durability. 100% safety
certified. The raw materials
we use in our products do
not contain BPA
LEARNING & EDUCATIONAL
PLAY SET TOYS: This vet set
kit for boys and girls is
recommended for kids age
3 years and up. It makes an
ideal christmas holiday an
birthday gift for any
animal-loving child.

OMT8681126433709

My Cute Dog
Accessory elements include a
grooming brush, a feeding plate,
scissors, bone, cage and puppy
dog to extend the role-play and
story-telling options
CARRYING CASE INCLUDED: The
sturdy, spacious carrying case fits
all doctor kit toys comfortably.
With a handle, easy to take away
for travel. Measures 235x355x125
mm for easy storage
OPEN ENDED TOYS FOR PRETEND
PLAY: This vet clinic toy make kids

express their love of animals while
helping creative storytelling and
open-ended adventures.
Imaginative role-play develops
children’s confidence and
essential social skills, such as
collaboration, communication
and understanding roles and
responsibilities
SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi toys are
made with high-quality plastic
material so you can expect longlasting durability. 100% safety
certified. The raw materials we

use in our products do not
contain BPA
LEARNING & EDUCATIONAL
PLAY SET TOYS: This vet set
kit for boys and girls is
recommended for kids age
3 years and up. It makes an
ideal christmas holiday an
birthday gift for any
animal-loving child.

OMT8681126433686

Letter and
Number Set

The 220 pieces letter and numbers
provide lots of opportunities to
become familiar with the alphabet
and counting to improve learning skills
SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi toys are
made with high-quality plastic material
so you can expect long-lasting
durability. 100% safety certified. The
raw materials we use in our products
do not contain BPA

HOW IS THIS TOY HELPFUL: This
educational alphabet toy teaches
vocabulary, letter recognition,
numbers, counting, spelling skills, and
fine motor skills. It also enhances
coordination, imagination, color, and
shape recognition
SOCIAL INTERACTION: The kids can
spend social time together with family
or friends with this set. With a range of

numbers and letters, the set can be
built and rebuilt endlessly. It offers a
playful yet challenging activity who
love collaborative plays
LEARNING & EDUCATIONAL PLAY SET
TOYS: With its colorful, easy-to-handle
pieces, this fun early learning set
makes a great christmas or birthday
gift for boys and girls aged 3 years and
up

OMT8681126433679

Activity Game Table
Ogi Mogi activity table is for your
12 months old baby who is just in their
early stage of learning. The legs of this
activity table can be detached and
reassembled
SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi toys are made
with high-quality plastic material so you
can expect long-lasting durability. 100%
safety certified. The raw materials we use
in our products do not contain BPA
AGE: This activity table is recommended
for babies between the ages of 1 to 3
years. It comes with up to 6 different toy
activities to keep your little one engaged
for long hours

LEARNING TABLE: Ogi Mogi multifunctional
activity table comes with a lot of features.
Your little one will be able to find a lot of
toys to play with. The buttons are colorful,
and there are lots of switches, dials,
shapes, colors and many things on the
table that will keep your baby very busy
for a long time
HOW IS THIS TOY HELPFUL: This game table
helps your little one develop quickly and
improve them as they grow. The activity
table gives your baby more than one way
to play. It would improve their motor skills,
their imagination, and improve their
senses

OMT8681126433662

Beauty Set
Designed for girls aged 3
and up. Ogi Mogi pretend
play makeup kit set
includes 18 various beauty
shop pieces for unlimited
playful learning for
preschoolers. Measures
235x355x125 mm
PRETEND HAIR STYLING SET:
Pretend hairdressing pieces:
1 mirror, 1 blow dryer, 1
glasses, 4 bracelet, 2 rings, 2
brushes, 2 hairclips
SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi
toys are made with high-

quality plastic material so
you can expect longlasting durability. 100%
safety certified. The raw
materials we use in our
products do not contain
BPA
OPEN ENDED TOYS FOR
PRETEND PLAY: When
children come together in
role play, it aids in their
social and emotional
development. He learns
communicate, how to take
turns, respect others, share
responsibility, and

creatively problem-solve.
Moreover, this beauty set
promotes creativity,
imaginative storytelling,
and language
development as they build
their own stories as
boundless as their
imagination
LEARNING & EDUCATIONAL
PLAY SET TOYS: This beauty
salon toy playset makes a
super gift for trendsetting
kids aged 3+ and is ideal for
solo or social play

OMT8681126433655

Doctor Set Luggage
Ogi Mogi pretend play doctor
kit set includes 8 various
medical pieces including
eyeglasses, doctor scissors,
reflex hammer, blood pressure
cuff, stethoscope, syringe,
otoscope and thermometer
for unlimited playful learning
for preschoolers. Measures
235x355x125 mm
HOW IS THIS TOY HELPFUL: This
set is designed to deliver
lasting developmental
benefits; fine motor skills as kids
build and play. Cognitive skills
as they plan and solve
problems. Social and
emotional awareness as they

role-play with a wide range of
scenarios, and creativity as
they build their own scene as
boundless as their imagination
OPEN ENDED TOYS FOR
PRETEND PLAY: This playset is all
about the importance of
good health and caring
behavior, which makes it ideal
for developing kids’ social and
emotional skills. Imaginative
role-play develops children’s
confidence and essential
social skills, such as
collaboration, communication
and understanding roles and
responsibilities

SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi toys
are made with high-quality
plastic material so you can
expect long-lasting durability.
100% safety certified. The raw
materials we use in our
products do not contain BPA
LEARNING & EDUCATIONAL
PLAY SET TOYS: This kids doctor
kit for boys and girls is
recommended for kids age 3
years and up. As play
progresses from acting out
simple scenes to role-playing
make-believe stories, parents
can join in and share precious
moments with their children

OMT8681126433648

Shape Sorter House
Ogi Mogi Toys Shape Sorter includes 13 brightly
colored, easy-to-grip geometric shapes. Each
shape fits through a hole of the same shape on
the cube box. Dimensions: 20x18x22 Cm
HIGH-QUALITY CONSTRUCTION: This geometric
set is made from durable and child-safe
materials that deliver exceptional quality and
value
SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi toys are made with
high-quality plastic material so you can expect
long-lasting durability. 100% safety certified. The
raw materials we use in our products do not
contain BPA

HOW IS THIS TOY HELPFUL: Ogi Mogi shape sorter
allows your child to strengthen their hand-eye
coordination, problem-solving skills, identifying
similarities and differences as well develop their
social interactions, listening, understanding,
color&shape recognition and fine motor skills
LEARNING & EDUCATIONAL PLAY SET TOYS: Ogi
Mogi Toys offer, brain development and
learning toys for 12 months to 3 year olds. Its
attractive and colorful design will keep them
engaged for hours together

OMT8681126433631

Basketball Set
This Mini Hoop System can be easily
adjusted from a minimum height of
2.4 feet to a maximum height of 5
feet. This makes this unique system
perfect for both young children and
teens

weather-resistant, and the design is
fade-resistant

DURABILITY: Constructed with strong,
durable materials so your children
can play with it for years to come. The
base is nice and supportive, it’s

EASE OF INSTALLATION: It can be
adjusted to 3 different heights. It is
sturdy and easy to set up. You can fill
the base with water or sand to make

PORTABILITY: Versatile system can be
used indoors, outdoors, or beside the
pool

it more stable, and the backboard is
thick and durable so it won’t crack
easily
SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi toys are
made with high-quality plastic
material so you can expect longlasting durability. 100% safety
certified. The raw materials we use in
our products do not contain BPA

OMT8681126433624

Construction Blocks & Crane
Designed for boys and girls aged
3 and up. Crane & Construction
preschool playset is filled with
vehicles, activities and
characters to inspire role-play
and develop skills
MAIN PARTS IN THE SET: There’s a
full day of activities for little
construction workers to explore
at the bustling building site. With
a mini fun truck, wheelbarrow
and crane toys, toddlers and
parents can work together to
build a tower or clear rubble off
the street

SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi toys
are made with high-quality
plastic material so you can
expect long-lasting durability.
100% safety certified. The raw
materials we use in our products
do not contain BPA
HOW IS THIS TOY HELPFUL: Kids
develop their fine motor skills as
they maneuver and operate the
vehicles to carry out various
construction-site tasks. Basic
construction tasks teach about
engineering and movement.
Building stories inspire role play

and strengthen kids' social and
emotional skills. Detailed tools
help to bring the imaginative
play to life that inspire openended, independent play
LEARNING & EDUCATIONAL PLAY
SET TOYS: This particular crane
set is great for kids who like to
use their hands and build things.
This Ogi Mogi toys can be given
as a birthday, holiday surprise for
young kids aged 3 and up boys
and girls

OMT8681126433600

Tool Bench
Recommended for ages 3 and up, this
workbench is good for kids who like sensorial
toys. Ogi Mogi workbench workshop comes
with 33 different tools and accessories
MAIN PARTS IN THE SET: Ogi Mogi Toys Kids Tool
Bench has all toddler-safe toys — including an
electric dril, a pretend hammer, nails, and a
saw. The tools are made of lightweight plastic
that won't damage your things. It also comes
with storage space underneath the bench to
store all 32 pieces that come with this set
SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi toys are made with
high-quality plastic material so you can
expect long-lasting durability. 100% safety
certified. The raw materials we use in our
products do not contain BPA

HOW IS THIS TOY HELPFUL: Kids build skills as
they enjoy hands on fun with the electric drill,
saw and hammer in the set. Basic
construction tasks improve fine motor skills
and teach about tools. Making repair stories
inspire role play and strengthen kids' social
and emotional skills. Detailed tools help to
bring the imaginative play to life
LEARNING & EDUCATIONAL PLAY SET TOYS: This
particular bench is great for kids who like to
use their hands and build things. This Ogi Mogi
toys can be given as a birthday, holiday
surprise for young kids aged 3 and up boys
and girls

OMT8681126433617

Swing Seat
This high-backed swing seat, designed especially for
babies and older, features an adjustable belt and tall
sides for maximum comfort. This toddler outdoor swing
is made from heavy duty hardware and weatherresistant rope. Rope length: 68 inc, weight limit: 66
pounds
SAFETY: It has an unremovable t-bar on the front that
holds baby in. The straps extend to over the shoulders
for a 3-point safety harness. The straps click in very
securely to the t-bar. The 3ft ropes are a braided nylon
and metal s-hooks on both ropes

WEATHER RESISTANCE: Ogi Mogi outdoor baby swing
can be subjected to extreme heat, cold, dryness, or
moisture. It stands up to a variety of outdoor
environments. Brightly colored, easy to wipe clean,
and safe to be left outside
EASY TO INSTALL: You can suspend the swing from a
branch, bar, or beam by throwing the end of the rope
over and affixing it to itself. Alternatively, you can
hang it from ceiling mounts or a doorframe anchor by
simply clipping the carabiners onto your installed
hardware. The seat comes with carabiners securely

attached to the end of the ropes, all you need are
some strong anchor points from which to hang it.
Detailed instructions included
SAFE & STURDY: Ogi Mogi toys are made with highquality plastic material so you can expect long-lasting
durability. 100% safety certified. The raw materials we
use in our products do not contain BPA
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